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SUBJ: (U) SMART KNIGHT - USAM BEN LADEN'S CURRENT AND HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES

WARNING: (C) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT CLASSIFIED (C).

DTRA:

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

SUBJ: (U) SMART KNIGHT - USAM BEN LADEN'S CURRENT AND HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES

WARNING: (C) THIS IS A SMART KNIGHT REPORT CONCERNING TERRORIST ACTIVITIES OF SAUDI USAM BEN MUNFADH BEN AHMAD BEN LADEN.

TEXT: (U)

1. (U) SMART KNIGHT IS A SMART KNIGHT REPORT CONCERNING TERRORIST ACTIVITIES OF SAUDI USAM BEN MUNFADH BEN AHMAD BEN LADEN.

2. (U) SMART KNIGHT IS A SMART KNIGHT REPORT CONCERNING TERRORIST ACTIVITIES OF SAUDI USAM BEN MUNFADH BEN AHMAD BEN LADEN.

3. (U) SMART KNIGHT IS A SMART KNIGHT REPORT CONCERNING TERRORIST ACTIVITIES OF SAUDI USAM BEN MUNFADH BEN AHMAD BEN LADEN.

4. (U) SMART KNIGHT IS A SMART KNIGHT REPORT CONCERNING TERRORIST ACTIVITIES OF SAUDI USAM BEN MUNFADH BEN AHMAD BEN LADEN.

5. (U) SMART KNIGHT IS A SMART KNIGHT REPORT CONCERNING TERRORIST ACTIVITIES OF SAUDI USAM BEN MUNFADH BEN AHMAD BEN LADEN.
EXAMPLE. THE DOCUMENT REFERS TO "USAM BEN LADEN" VICE "USAMA BIN LADEN."

1. **Usam** Usam Ben Laden was born in Djedda in 1957. In 1994, he was barred from Saudi citizenship for "anti-state activity." He has relatives in Saudi Arabia and Yemen. He owns trading holdings in Arab countries (unspecified), Germany, and England, and has a fortune worth 156 million U.S. dollars (US); 35 million is invested in Sudan.

2. **Ben** Ben Laden took an active part in the Afghans against the Soviets. He lived in Islamabad, Pakistan, and from there supplied mujahideen (the singular form of mujaheddin), as well as recruited and selected Arab militants within Soviet and Russian intelligence organizations. These recruits were called "Afghan Arabs" (also referred to in the document as "Arab Afghans").

3. **Ben** Ben Laden stayed in refugee camps, several of which Afghan Arabs were concentrated. From this group, he created the nucleus of the "terrorist fundamentalist political organization" "Al-Khade," among the members was his personal friend, Amir (or Sheram), a Jordanian citizen whose reputation was distinguished even in their own circle for uncompromising brutality. In 1995, Khadaf appeared in Chechnya to carry out a special mission assigned to him by Usam Ben Laden to organize training camps for international terrorists. He married Kadi Khurshid, a'enfian woman from the "Lak Turkmen" an Afghan clan. He was a colonel, fought as a field commander, and was wounded in the head. Khadaf organized three training camps in the Vedens and Ikhautar areas of the forest mountain zone. Graduation is held at three camps every two months. They are very well equipped, with firing range facilities and the capability to create models of "sites of diversion," as well as classrooms for snipers and snipers.

4. **Ben** Ben Laden and Khadaf are regarded as having connections with the following leaders of international Islamic terrorism. All considered "founders and principal ideologists of international Islamic terrorism:" - M. Al-Husayni - (Palestine), a former field commander in Afghanistan, Yemen - Kaddar at- (Turkmen), Sudan - Kadi Khurshid, Tunisia - Aqada (Iraq), Palestine - Omar Al-Sadat (Orlando, FL), Egypt - Leaders of the southern frontier tribes - Kady ("Khader"), leader of the council of mujahideen in Jihal-Baladi

5. **Usam** The goals of the group were, at minimum, to overthrow the regime in Saudi Arabia, and to build a "pure Islamic state" there, and to maximum, to establish a worldwide Islamic state capable of directly challenging the U.S., China, Russia, and what it views as Jewish-Christian and corrupt domination.

6. **Usam** To achieve the above goals are to be met are via "terrorism, ethnic cleansing, 'latent penetration' (MFI), and control over nuclear and biological weapons (Jihal)." Furthermore, radical Islamic (predominantly Sunni) regimes are to be established and supported everywhere possible, including Bosnia, Albania.
CHECHNYA, Dagestan, the entire Northern Caucasus "from sea to sea," central Asian republics, Tajikistan, all of Russia, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Turkey, Indonesia, Malaysia, Algeria, Morocco, Egypt, Tunisia, Sudan, and the States of the Persian Gulf. Terrorist activities are to be conducted against Americans and Westerners, Israelis, Russians (predominantly Gossacks); Kurds, Chinese, Armenians, and other Muslim. Coordination and financial support are to be given to the following groups:
- Al Jama'at - Egyptian
- Al Islam - Egyptian
- Al Jihad - Egyptian
- Jihadi Al-Islam - Palestinian
- Hamas - Palestinian
- Aqsa Islamic Group - Algerian
- Dissidents in Saudi Arabia
- National Front of Iran
- The ARAB TERRORIST GROUP and Training Camps in Afghanistan
- AFG and AFGHAN ISLAMIC GROUPS and Conspiratorial Elements
- Islamic Way and Makhadites in Chechnya, Dagestan, Karabakh, Baku, and Chechnya.
- Cells are to be created in Azerbaijan, Tajikistan, Karabakh, Tashkent, and others.

Training Camps are to be established in Chechnya, Dagestan, Karabakh, Azerbaijan, Tajikistan.
- Jama'at-us-Salaah-Al-Sunnah and its training camps for the militants of Al-Qaeda international and RussianBrothers.

The purpose of all training camps is to prepare mukharim. (The document most likely intends the meaning as "mercenaries"). Spies, communication, ideology, and propaganda. All specialists in spreading false rumors, defamation, and panic to break part of theInterior operation.

1. **SUMMARY:** The document states that specific attention should be given to the northern Caucasus, and especially Chechnya, since they are regarded as areas unreachable by strikes from the west. The intent is to create a network of bases for training terrorists, and the movement of militants from their countries to Chechnya. They work as military instructors in Chechnya's three schools; they also work as instructors in the army of Chechnya. Two more schools are being established in Ingushetia and Ossetia.

2. **SUMMARY:** Several times in 1991 in Afghanistan, the leader met with representatives of the Chechen People's Party, "Islamic Way," and representatives of Chechen and Ossetian Makhrabiznis from Oderovics, Georgia, and Caucasian. They settled the question of cooperation-agreeing to exchange "financial supplies" to Chechen militants. They stressed the necessity of training terrorists drawn from among "converted" Europeans, Russians, Ukrainians, Chinese, and Ossetians in Chechnya's training camps to conduct kidnappings and terrorist acts against French, Israeli, U.S., and Russian citizens.

**THE DOCUMENT NOTES THAT THE BIOGRAPHY OF VINCENT GOGNETT, A UNION OFFICIAL IN VOLGOGRAD** (017/2)

Earlier this year, it was performed by these graduates of Krant's 3
SCHOOL IN VETERO.} THESE MILITANTS WILL BE USED IN THE INTEREST OF THE ARMED ISLAMIC GROUP AND "MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD," AND FOR SPREADING TERROR IN THE CENTRAL ASIAN REPUBLICS, CREMIA, AND RUSSIA. "VOLUNTEERS" FROM WAHAD THE DOCUMENT REFERS TO AS HEN LADEN'S "CHARITY SOCIETIES" FROM PAKISTAN AND AFGHANISTAN HAVE GONE TO CREMIA AND TO THE NORTHERN CRACUSIS FOR THE NEW ROUND OF STRUGGLE AGAINST CHECHEN MUSLIMS AND RUSSIA. FINANCIAL CRISIS IS TO BE USED FOR SENDING MUSLIMS AND MUSLIM CIVILIAN CONSIDERED FOR THE PURPOSE OF PREPARING A WEAPONS SUPPLY AGAINST MUSLIMS, AND CREATING AN ISLAMIC STATE OF NORTHERN CRACUSIS.

9. **REPORT**: A DIRECT ROUTE HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED TO CREMIA FROM PAKISTAN AND AFGHANISTAN THROUGH TURKEY AND AZERBAIJAN. AND (TURKISH) ALSO NOTED IN QUOTES IN THE DOCUMENT AS "DATA") COORDINATES THIS TRAFFIC OF "VOLUNTEERS," AS WELL AS DRUG TRAFFICKING, WORKING AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF HEN LADEN IN THE CREMIA FOREIGN MINISTRY UNDER THE PROTECTION OF NOVOLY GOGO.

10. **REPORT**: TERROR CONSPIRACY INTELLIGENCE REPORTS THAT IN JUNE 1994, THE FIRST PART OF 25 "AFGHAN ARABS" APPEARED IN THE TRAINING CAMPS OF YETENO AND YETENO-DAT. ALONG WITH TRADITIONAL PREPARATION, THEY ARE LEARNING THE RUSSIAN LANGUAGE, WITH THE INTENT OF EVENTUALLY SETTLING IN RUSSIA, SUPPOSEDLY IN TATARSTAN. AFTER AN ADAPTATION PERIOD, THEY WOULD GO TO THE CENTRAL ASIAN REPUBLICS "FOR DIVERSION" AND TO CREATE MUSLIM CIVILIAN, SPREADING TERROR AGAINST U.S., RUSSIA, AND OTHER WESTERN OFFICIALS AND ORGANIZATIONS.

ALONG THE INSTRUCTORS ARE MILITANTS FROM AFGHANISTAN, PAKISTAN, SAUDI ARABIA, TURKEY, IRAQ, AND AZERBAIJAN. THE NEW PROGRAM INCLUDES TOPICS IN:
- "DIVERSIONS" WITH THE HELP OF MEMBERS OF MUSLIM MIGRANTS, INCLUDING POISONING, NUCLEAR-LOGICAL, AND INCENDIARY MIXTURES
- PREPARATION OF FALSE DOCUMENTS
- BEHAVIOR DURING INTERROGATION
- PARKING AND VEHICLES ON BRIDGES AND IN WILDERNESS
ALL INSTRUCTORS AND AGENTS USE MUSLIM ARMS AND содержат; REAL NAMES OF AGENTS ARE KNOWN ONLY TO MUSLIM HUMANS AND Gayata.
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